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Abstract
Secret messages can be embedded in a webpage by switching

alphabet}}is the set of the ASCII codes of the lowercase state

the uppercase-lowercase states of letters in tags. In this paper, a

letters, where the function A(·) obtain the ASCII code of an

novel steganalytic approach called Tag-Mismatch analysis for

English

detection of hidden information embedded in tags is presented.

where x∈c and

f1 ( x) ∈C,

which changes the lowercase state

of

in

to

1.

Introduction

Covert communication can use a text file or webpage as cover
objects

[1-2]

. The existing steganographic methods embedded

secret messages in a webpage by embedding invisible characters
[1]

, such as blanks and tabs, at the end of every line or by

switching the uppercase-lowercase states of letters in tags [2].
Steganalysis mainly discusses the frangibility of the
steganography algorithm, detects the stego-objects, and extracts
the secret messages embedded in the objects. Up to now, there
are some papers discussing about steganalysis of texts

[3-7]

.

Edward proposed a universal steganalysis method based on
language models and support vector machines to differentiate
sentences modified by a lexical steganography algorithm from
unmodified sentences

. Kot implemented a technique for the

between the same characters or symbols

[4]

. Sun designed and

implemented a system for text steganalysis based on the noise of
[5]

. In reference [6] and reference [7], Sui

proposed two steganalysis methods to detect hidden information

letter

Define

tags

f 0 ( x) = x ,

where

a

f1(x) = x −32

function
uppercase.

Define

x ∈ c and f 0 ( x ) ∈ c ,

,

another
which

does not change the written state a letter in tags. The embedding
progress

is

given

as

follows.

Let

a

sequence

m = {0,1} denotes the n watermark bits, and
mi ∈ m denotes i-th watermark bit in m ,
where 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 . If the watermark bit mi = 0 , the written
n

state of the corresponding letter in a tag is changed according to

f 0 ( x ) . If the watermark bit mi = 1 , the written

the function

state of the corresponding letter in a tag is changed according to

f1 ( x ) .
until i = n − 1 .

the function

3.

The embedding process will not end

Tag-Mismatch Analysis

In this section, we describe a new statistical attack called
Tag-Mismatch analysis for the embedding method for a
webpage

which

embeds

secret

messages

in

the

uppercase-lowercase states of letters in tags. The new method is
simple and fast and can estimate the secret message length with
relatively high precision. Before we describe the principle of

in text file.
To the best of our knowledge, no studies exist on detecting
hidden information in webpage. In this paper, we present a
novel steganalytic approach called Tag-Mismatch analysis for
detection of hidden information embedded in tags of a webpage.
2.

function

[3]

steganalysis of electronic text documents based on the similarity

the stego-text

a

alphabet.

Tag-Mismatch Analysis, we analyze the impact of the
embedding algorithm above on a cover webpage.

T ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) be a tag in a webpage. Where xi is
i-th letter in the tag, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and n is the number of

Let
the

Formal description of switching the

letters in the tag. In general, the tag shows stable structure that

uppercase-lowercase method

the written states of all letters are in the same. For all xi in the

In this paper, we pay close attention to the embedding method

tag,

A ( xi ) ∈ C or A ( xi ) ∈ c . The embedding process will

that switching the uppercase-lowercase states of letters in tags.

disturb this structure. The written state of each letter is modified

The formal description of the embedding method is given as

with probability 1

to the watermark bit. Some

following. Let set C={A(x)|x∈{26 uppercase letters in the

letters are uppercase and some are lowercase. Finally, when the

English alphabet}}be the ASCII codes of the uppercase state

maximal length message has been embedded in the cover
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2 according

webpage (1 bit per letter), the structures of all tags have been
disturbed.

rate X ≈ k ×

( 2× s1 + s2 )

f ilesize ;

(4): if X ≥ α , output “a stego-webpage” and the estimated

Having presented our arguments in the paragraph above, we

embedded rate

X

, or else, output “a regular webpage”.

describe our new detection method. We call two tags as a

4.

Conclusion

tag-pair, which one tag is the start tag and the other is the end

With the popular and easily-applied steganographic tools

tag. For example the two tags <body> and </body> is a tag-pair.

appearing on the Internet, it is possible that terrorists use tools

A null-tag refers to a tag has neither a start tag nor an end tag.
For example a tag <br> or </p> is called a null-tag. The offset

( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) is calculated with the discrimination

of a tag T

to communicate with their accomplices, and transmit blueprints
of the next terrorist attack. How to control and destroy the
activity is an urgent problem to the government, security
department, and army.

function F :

In this paper, we propose an algorithm to detect the hidden
information embedded in letters of tag in a webpage.

n −1

F (T ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) ) = ∑ A ( xi +1 ) − A ( xi )

,

i =1
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s1

Theorem 1. Let
a webpage,
and

be the number of tag-pairs mismatch of

s2 is the number of the entire null-tags mismatch

k is the average number of letters in all of those tags in a

webpage. Then, the estimated secret message length s :

s ≈ k × ( 2 × s1 + s2 ) .

Let

X

(2)

be the embedded rate, which is the ratio of the secret

message length to the file size, α is the decision threshold which
determine the false positive and false negative of the detection
algorithm. The resulting detection algorithm consists of the
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(1): Determine the tag-pairs and null-tags in a webpage, and
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s1 and

the
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as

k
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